Abstract -This paper presents a contribution to parameter identification of a non-linear system using a new strategy to improve the genetic algorithm (GA) method. Since cost function plays an important role in GA-based parameter identification, we propose to improve the simple version of GA, where weights of the cost function are not taken as constant values, but varying along the procedure of parameter identification. This modified version of GA is applied to the induction motor (IM) as an example of nonlinear system. The GA cost function is the weighted sum of stator current and rotor speed errors between the plant and the model of induction motor. Simulation results show that the identification method based on improved GA is feasible and gives high precision.
Introduction
Approximately 50%-60% of electric energy is consumed by induction motors (IM) in a power system. Therefore, IM are a significant load and are the most widely used motors in the industry. They are easy to build, rugged, reliable, and have a good self-starting capability. Majority of control schemes of such motor drives require exact knowledge of at least some of the induction motor parameters. A mismatch between the actual motor values and values used within the controller leads to deterioration in the drive performance [1] . To overcome these problems, some works have been done towards determining the parameters of induction motor prior and selection of the appropriate models for study [2] .
Induction motors are highly nonlinear and electric rotor variables are not measurable. More commonly, electromagnetic parameters are not precisely known. The skin effect in the rotor winding and iron core saturation lead to even bigger complications in the modeling process of the machine. Hence, the source for the determination of such parameters is based usually on indirect measurement methods where the input is a generic, such as input stator voltage or rotational speed of the motor. The output of the model is compared with the measured one.
Conventional optimization techniques have been applied to this type of problem with limited success, although with the inherent problem of convergence to a local minimum instead of a global one. The optimum parameter values determined by these techniques heavily depend on the initial guess of the parameter, with the possibility of slightly different initial value causing the algorithm to converge to an entirely different solution. One important parameter required by the algorithm is derivative of the function, which is not always available or may be difficult to calculate. In practical application, the recursive least square (RLS) technique is also employed to identify the parameters and fluxes of induction motor [3] - [4] . In [5] - [6] , authors use the extended Kalman filter technique for the identification of the rotor time constant or a rotor resistance. However, this method presents some disadvantages, such as the influence of noise characteristics, computational burden, and deficiency of the design and tuning criteria. Other approaches, such as spectral analysis technique, have been applied to identify IM parameters [7] . The observed stimulus-response data in most of these studies have been used to identify the parameters, and the criterion of the response data is used as an objective function to be minimized. An objective function is a function of the squared predictive errors.
Recently, genetic algorithms (GA) have been used for motor parameter identification [8] - [9] . GA is a stochastic search technique borrowing concepts from biological evolutionary theory. Unlike other conventional techniques, GA enables the acquisition of the best set of parameter values by minimizing errors between the model evaluated and the plant. GA does not require derivative of the cost function. Therefore, the parameters to be estimated can cover all of the values in their research space. The genetic procedure consists in minimizing a cost function. The cost function is computed as a weighted sum either of square or absolute differences of the output variables, generally acquired experimentally, or those of the model computed by simulation.
However, in the papers cited above, the weights of the cost function are taken as constant values and not varying along the procedure of the algorithm. Since the cost function plays an important role in GA-based parameter identification, we propose an improved version of GA. The con-
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tribution of this work focuses on the influence of the variable weights of the cost function on the convergence speed to the global optimal parameter vector of the GA technique with a few generations. We use GAs for IM parameter identification, with the cost function given by the weighted sum of the stator current and the rotor speed errors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the GA procedure and the proposed fitness function. Section 3 gives the mathematical models of IM. Section 4 presents the parameter identification with the GA. Finally, Section 5 illustrates the obtained parameter identification results with the proposed approach.
Genetic Algorithm
The Concept of Genetic Algorithm
GAs are search algorithms, which use operations found in natural genetics to guide the trek through a search space. GAs use a direct analogy of natural behavior. They work with a population of chromosomes, each one representing a possible solution to a given problem. Each chromosome is assigned a fitness score according to how good a solution to the problem it is.
GAs are theoretically and empirically proven in order to provide robust search in complex spaces, giving a valid approach to problems requiring efficient and effective searching [10] .
The concept of GAs, first formalized by Holland [11] and extended to functional optimization by Jong [12] , involves the use of optimization search strategies patterned after Darwinian notion of natural selection and evolution. During a GA optimization, a set of trial solutions is chosen and "evolved" toward an optimal solution. Similar to nature, GAs find good chromosomes by blindly manipulating the material in the chromosomes without any knowledge about the type of problem they are solving. The only information they are given is an evaluation (or fitness) of each chromosome they produce.
GAs feature a group of candidate solutions (population) in the search space. Chromosomes with better fitness are found through natural selection and genetic operators, mutation, and recombination. Natural selection ensures that chromosomes with the best fitness will propagate in future populations. Using the recombination operator, the GA combines genes from two parent chromosomes to form two new chromosomes (children) with high probability of exhibiting better fitness than their parents would. Mutation allows new areas of the response surface to be explored. Given a problem, a way or method of encoding the solutions of the problem into the form of chromosomes must be determined. Second, an evaluation function that returns a measurement of the cost value (fitness) of any chromosome in the context of the problem should be defined.
Although there are many possible variants of a simple GA, the fundamental underlying it operates on a population of chromosomes and consists of three operations:
• Evaluation of individual fitness;
• Formation of the gene pool (intermediate population); and • Recombination and mutation.
The general framework of the procedure is described in Fig. 1 [13] , where P(t) denotes the population at generation t: begin t := 0; initialize the population P(t); evaluate the population P(t); while (not termination condition) do begin t := t + 1; select P(t) from P(t -1); alter P(t); evaluate P(t); end, end.
Fig. 1. Procedure of genetic algorithms.
The advantages to using GAs are many: they require no knowledge or gradient information, they are resistant to becoming trapped in local optima, they perform very well for large-scale optimization problems, and they can be employed for a wide variety of optimization problems. However, they do have some disadvantages, and these include having trouble finding the exact global optimum and requiring a large number of fitness function evaluations or iterations. This is more obvious in situations when the dimensionality of the problem is large.
Proposed Fitness Function
The fitness function plays an important role to the GA optimization procedure as it measures the quality of the represented solution. The fitness function is always problem -dependent. An ideal fitness function closely connects with the algorithm's goal. Yet, it may be evaluated quickly because usually a genetic algorithm must be repeated many times to achieve the desirable result, and the speed of execution might be a very important factor.
To evaluate the cost function corresponding to an individual of the population, it is necessary to define the constant values of the weights that minimize the global cost. This function is given by
The choice of cost function is the key point of the GA procedure since this function is the indicator of the appropriateness of a potential solution vector, which could be computed using any domain knowledge.
To improve the overall performance and convergence speed of the GA procedure, a cost function that is the sum of the squared errors between the relevant points on gener-
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ated and modeled data is minimized.
With the aim of reducing the effort of calculus needed to evaluate the cost function in large search space, and hence, the speed convergence towards the optimal parameters of the plant, a simplified cost function will be regarded as the weighted sum of two squared error functions according to stator current and rotor speed of the IM. The weights will not have constant values along the identification procedure with the GA technique. The chromosomes include not only system parameters but also the weighing parameters of the cost function.
Induction Motor Model
Induction motor can be described by the following state equations in the synchronous d-q reference: 
where   
where s R and r R are the stator and rotor resistances, s L and r L are the stator and rotor inductances, m L is the mutual inductance, σ is the leakage coefficient, r  is the rotor time constant, and P and J are the number of poles and inertia of the motor, respectively.
Parameter Identification of IM using GA Procedure
This section deals with parameter identification of IM described by the dynamic model (Eq. 2) with the GA procedure. The parameter identification problem can be described as:
where X : state variable vector;
V : input vector from the supply; and P : parameter variable vector to be identified; and where
The measurement vector is
where t represents the values of the independent variable, i y is the state variable, and m is the number of variables of the corresponding dependent variable to be measured. With the given data, the optimal parameter vector, P can be identified:
In this paper, we shall consider the problem of determining the optimal parameters of the defined mathematical model using a set of differential equations defined in (2). State (2) is a nonlinear differential equation for the solution, whereby the fourth order Runge Kutta method is employed. Let 
T ds qs
As described above, (2) can be interpreted as:
The measurement (generated) vector used in this study is
Y t i t i t w t
The minimization problem may be solved by applying the GA. The parameter identification blocs procedure with the GA are shown in Fig.2 .
Let g be the sequence number of generations. The application of the GA to parameter identification can be described as follows:
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1. An initial population of parameters,
is formed with randomly selected individuals. Each individual parameter vector is constrained by the following condition:
( ) min max 1, 2,...,
where min j p and max j p are the limits of the jth element of the parameter vector (0) ij p given by a prior knowledge.
Symbol ( ) g ij
p denotes the estimation of the j th element of the ith individual in the g th generation of the parameter. The process starts with 0 g  . The initial ranges must be large enough to contain the global optimum. However, if made too large, the GA might not be able to find the global optimum at the required parameter identification accuracy within reasonable timeperiods; thus, the convergence will be slow and the efficiency poor. Any wildly inaccurate parameter may cause the machine model (an integral part of the identification procedure) to produce ridiculous results or generate run time errors. 
Each individual ( )
The parameter optimization problem may be stated as follows: Determine the values of the ordered set of n parameters   1 2 3 ...
T l P p p p p
 , which minimize the cost function of the GA procedure. The structure of the cost function is written as: (11) Squared current error and speed error are divided by 100 and 400 for normalization respectively, N represents the number of the signal point, and Ts denote the sampling time.
C 1 and C 2 are the weights to be optimized with GA. They fall in the interval [0 1], and they do not have to be the zero value in the same cost function.
A new generation
( 1) g P  , with the same individual number of ( ) g P , is formed by reproduction, crossover, and mutation based on the previous ( ) g P . 4 . A process will stop if max g g  , and
( ) g P P  corresponds to the minimum of the cost function. Symbol max g is a big integer representing the maximum generation number; otherwise, 1 g g   , and the process is repeated from Step 2. Fig. 2 . GA parameter identification.
Simulation Results
The GA with an optimized cost function described in Section 2 can be employed to identify the parameters of the induction motor's dynamic model. This procedure is employed offline for parameter identification based on no load startup.
In this section, we give an overall specification of IM for data generation and parameter identification: Fig. 3 depicts the simulated stator current and rotor speed signals of an induction motor with no load.
We assume the procedure of GA is employed to identify the parameters in the dynamic model of IM under the condition of no load (Tr = 0). The parameter vector to be identified by the GA with an optimized cost function in this study consists of the resistances and self-inductances of the stator and rotor winding [ ] Fig. 4 . The proposed method uses the data obtained from the simulation of a motor using the RungeKutta algorithm (this method could also be used with experimental data), where I s , V, and Wr are the stator current, stator voltage, and rotor speed, respectively.
The test of the proposed identification procedure is performed only via simulation by emulating the real motor with a known model. In the identification process, the values of the parameters are supposed to be unknown and optimized.
Fig. 4. Methodology of parameter identification.
Parameter identification is performed by the improved GA, which selects a set of parameter values at each iteration, and evaluates the response of the simulated motor. If the mismatch between experimental and simulated results below is at a fixed satisfactory level, we could say that the electrical parameters are identified; otherwise, the optimization procedure will continue until the target condition is verified.
The specifications of the GA used to identify the parameter vector P used in this work are shown in Table 1 . Along the optimization procedure with GA, generation was selected using binary tournament selection. For each slot in the new population, the better of two randomly selected individuals are copied. An elitist strategy retains the best individual.
The proposed GA is run with random initial population. The C 1 and C 2 are the weights optimized with GA in the interval [0 1].
Seven initial runs are performed to achieve this using a traditional GA with a dynamic value of weighting of the cost function. The obtained results are shown in Table II . The values of the fitness function (F) are unitless quantities. Table 2 shows that best parameters identified are those displayed in the fourth row of the table.
The manufactured motor parameters used to generate the data, along with the best solution (4 th solution from Table  2 ) of identifying the problem for the IM model, are shown in Table 3 . Fig. 5a shows the results of the cost function with the optimized weights C 1 and C 2 (indicated in the fourth row of Table 2 ), where this cost function decreases with an increasing value of the generation number, and the gene of the chromosome almost converges near the 74th generation. The number of generations needed to reach a value of fitness under 0.05 is 42. Fig. 6 presents the percentage error (%) of the identified parameters that are evaluated from the following expression:
where P denotes the identified parameter. Fig. 7 shows the convergence of the GA to identify the parameters of IM. It also presents the best value of the lof subsequent parameters in each generation. The best values are obtained at the 73rd generation. The parameter values of the IM obtained with the modified GA proposed in this work are less than 5% of the real motor. Parameter identification at Grandfos Management A/S [13] is considered highly satisfactory if the percent wise deviation is less than 5% from the true value, which is the best precision obtainable on the real motor using traditional system identification techniques.
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These results show that the convergence is obtained in 74 generations with this proposed genetic algorithm Comparison of the cost function with variable weights along with those with constant values of the GA in Fig. 5b shows excellent performance in terms of speed convergence and execution time given in Table 4 , where the comparison of each algorithm is under the same condition of the characteristics of the GA in the same search space. Regarding convergence speed, Figs. 5a and 5b show that the GA with variable weights of cost function is the fastest converging algorithm using the number of generation needed to reach a value of fitness under 0.05 as convergence speed measure. The GA with constant weights of cost function needed nearly more generations (more than 60 generations) to reach that fitness value.
A comparison of stator current response between the model of induction motor with manufactured value of parameters and the model using the new improved GA identified parameters in 0.1 second is shown in Fig. 8 .
The system dynamic behavior obtained using the proposed GA parameter identification perfectly matches that of the model with the real ones. 
